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Parent Update: Monday 4th January 2021 
 
Dear Parents & Carers, 
For those of you who have been following the news for the last few days, you will know that there 
is a significant amount of uncertainty with regard to the new term, given the rapid change in the 
local and national infection rates. In the letter below I will try to outline our plans for different 
scenarios so that you can plan ahead knowing how we will respond if advice to schools changes 
again. I will also outline the current context at Grove Road and in Dacorum so that you can 
understand how the situation has changed locally over the break.  
 
These are difficult times and we will do everything we can to support your children to feel safe and 
happy while they learn. To do this I need to make sure that we do everything possible to keep staff 
safe, as well as the children. Many are vulnerable and in high risk groups. We all need to continue 
to take responsibility for the health of our community. We need to do the right things to keep 
everyone safer. Until we get the opportunity for regular testing (and hopefully vaccinations before 
too long) we are working on the basis that any contact can spread the virus and everyone could be 
a possible carrier.  
 
In the event of a national lockdown of schools, we will move immediately to our on-line Google 
Classroom offer. School will remain open for essential workers’ children who depend on school 
being open to be able to continue to attend work. We will also offer provision on-site for our most 
vulnerable learners. We will seek to repeat the loan system of Chromebooks. Full details will be 
sent in the event of a lockdown.  
 
In the event of staff shortages we will endeavour to cover classes with staff already in the year 
group bubble, but please be aware that if we cannot staff a year group safely we may have to close 
a year group and move to an on-line remote learning offer. This will only be done with approval 
from Trustees and the Local Authority.  
 
In the event that school is fully open we will be continuing to promote COVID awareness and 
ensure the following mitigation measures: 

 No cross-year group contact for pupils during the day. Limited cross-class contact in the 
building 

 Children will be in year group bubbles outside at playtime 

 Children will eat lunch in their year group bubbles. Staff in the dining room will wear face 
coverings as they have been doing throughout the autumn term. 

 Children who attend Owls will be split into Key Stage bubbles and will sit in year groups for 
their tea.  

 We will limit staff cross-over between key stages and year groups wherever possible. The 
staff who work across more than one year group will wear face coverings and avoid close 
contact with pupils wherever possible.  

 Staff will not be able to engage in face to face meetings until further notice. Please email 
admin@groveroad.herts.sch.uk if you want to get a message to the class teacher. Urgent 
issues need to be notified by phone. Please be aware that teachers are not able to check 
emails during the day if they are teaching.  

 Regular wiping down of surfaces in classrooms in addition to the daily cleaning regime after 
school.  

 
For pupils who need to self-isolate at home, we will post resources on Google Classroom. 
These will include a mix of the teaching and independent resources being used in class that week. 
It cannot be a full on-line offer given the teachers’ planning load when school is open to all.  
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Please be aware that many children who test positive show little or no symptoms, but remain 
contagious. Additional symptoms to look out for, which although not formally recognised, do seem 
to be an indicator, include: 

 Nausea & sickness 

 Sore throat 

 Lethargy and aches 

 Headaches 

 Tummy upset 
As well as: 

 Fever  

 Loss of taste or smell 

 Persistent dry cough 
 
Given the increasing infection rates amongst the 0-19 year group, we ask that you keep your child 
at home if they are unwell.   
 
We ask that parents/carers continue to support our mitigation measures and help keep the 
school open by: 
 

 Keeping 2m apart from everyone when you come on site 

 Wear a face covering when you come on-site. (Whilst I cannot insist on this, it is a key 
measure to signal your commitment to keeping yourself and others safe). 

 Only one parent/carer should come on site to collect or drop off.  

 Adults and children need to leave site promptly and avoid lingering on site. 

 Make use of the staggered start and finish times to avoid bottle necks and crowding. 

 Observe the established one-way system when walking on the narrow access points 
around the school.  

 Reduce what is brought into school, encouraging your child to keep it to the absolute 
minimum. (water bottle and lunch box) 

 Do not bring in forgotten water bottles or lunch boxes after drop off has concluded. Do your 
checks before you leave home. Encourage the children to take responsibility for their own 
equipment.  

 Send children into school in warm PE kit on their PE days. 

 We ask that parents/carers observe 2m distance with all staff when dropping off and 
collecting. 

 Follow the government guidance to help protect our local community. Please do not mix 
with other households. 

 If your child is unwell, keep them at home.  
 
Current Context & Local Data 
 
Current figures show increasing rates of infection and also higher incidences in school age children 
as the Dacorum heat map below illustrates, especially when you compare the first lockdown with 
current infection patterns.  
 
 
Heat map showing age distribution of cases in Dacorum (March –December 2020)  



District 7-Day  Average for Daily Cases  
(18/12/20) 

7-Day  Average for Daily Cases  
(21/12/20) 

Dacorum 45.1 118.6 

Watford 43.6 119.7 

Three Rivers 32.6 109.7 
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Cases at Grove Road (at the time of writing)  

 A Y3/4 teacher (already notified) tested positive on 19th December 

 A Y6 teacher has tested positive on 2nd January (second test following a false negative) 

 A Y3 teacher and a Y2 teacher will be self-isolating until 11th January, so will be unable to 
return for the start of term. In-year cover has been organised.  

 A pair of siblings in Y3 & Reception have tested positive but showed atypical symptoms  
 
Whilst the current self-isolation window is 10 days from symptom onset please be aware that the 
incubation period is typically about 6 days before you become infectious and symptoms develop. If 
you have mixed households or been out and about in the last 7 days your risk to others is now at 
its peak. (Eg. From New Year’s Eve to the first day of term).  

 
If someone in your family tests positive for CV-19 you must keep your children at home and follow 
the guidance outlined in the link below. If you think for any reason you might have been in contact 
with a positive case, please seek advice and self-isolate.   

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-stay-at-home-guidance/stay-at-home-
guidance-for-households-with-possible-coronavirus-covid-19-infection 

 
If everyone follows the guidance we can reduce the risks. Grove Road is not COVID 

“secure” but we are COVID aware and doing all we can to keep our community as safe as 
possible. We will continue to do all we can to fulfil our role within the community and your 

on-going support makes that easier to do. 
 
 
 
 
Sharon Wilson (Head Teacher)  

 

COVID Exposure Timeline of Transmission 

Graphic designed to show Christmas 
holiday timeline  
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